
tm Now 8 countries part icipate in the CRP (Switzer land and Pakistan joined 
the CRP after the research coordination meeting) . 

4. Tra in ing Courses 

An Interregional Tra in ing Course on Instrumentation and Control of 

Nuci?ar Power Plants was held from September 9 to October 17, 1985 in 

Kar ls ruhe , FRO. 31 part ic ipants from 18 countries were selected from a 

- total of 70 applicants. Experts from Canada, France, Federal Republic of 

Germany. Pakistan, Sweden and USA lectured at the course. As usual the 

Working Group provided assistance in selecting adequate lec turers . 
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i INTRODUCTION 
Since the laat meeting of the Working Group In Hay 1984, the activities of 
the nuclear power Industry In the United Kingdom haa been dominated, 
ftratly, by the Public Inquiry Into the propoaal to attr a PWR at Slrewell In 
Suffolk - the public part of the Inquiry flnlahed about a year ago having 
laated eighteen month* but the report la not now expected for soma month*. 
Secondly, all of the flrat generation of Advanced Gaa Cooled Reactor* have 
run up to power. Thirdly, the Prototype Fast Reactor at Dounreay la now 
reliably producing Ita dealgn output of 250 NW(e) following aajor 
modifications Co Ita ateas generator*. 

2 OPERATING POWER STATIONS 
2.1 Ha|nox Statlona 

All of the Magnox (Graphl'e Moderated - CO, cooled) power atatlona have 
perforewd well - SltMell A ran continuously for over 500 days. The good 
availability haa been helped by the program of replacing old thermionic valve 
tnatruaenta by aodern aolld-atate dealgna. Plana are being drawn up to 
extend the life of the Magnox plant' and many reactors could achieve a life 
of about *0 years. Further refurblahaent of the control and Instrumentation 
will be Justified. The coaputers Installed In the l«50'e and I960'* were 
quite prlattlve and moat of the autoaattc confol loops were staple analogue 
designs. The use of aodern digital hardware should significantly Improve 
availability and reduce maintenance effort. 

At the Trawafynydd aagnox power station use Is being M d e of the radiation 
resistant auperacreened cablea developed for uaa with neutron flux detectors. 
Theae cable* uae a dielectric of Poly-ether-ether-kotone (PF.EK) and can 
tolerate a gaaaa dose greater than 5 x 10*R, operate up to 150*C and mirvlve 
excursions to 300*C. Single core and aultl-core versions will replaco 
coapletely the preaen polythene Insulated types between the radiation 
detectors and the outside of the biological shield. They will eliminate the 
cracking due to radiation damage that tended to occur wlrh polythene nnd 
whlrh led to electrical saatl pulse breakdown and false slg.ials on the low 
power channels. In the past It has been necessary to replace tin cable* to 



the radiation detectors every two years and this has become expensive, both 
financially and in teraa o! radiation dose to personnel, in addition, the 
use of polythene imposed a Halt on teaperature which Hatted the operation 
of the reactor. The new cables will remove both of theae restrictions, it 
Is confidently expected that theae neutron detectors and cables will have a 
life of twenty-five years. 

2.2 advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (ACT) Stations 

The Htnkley Point B ACT of the CEGB and the Hunteraton B of the SSF.B have 
both performed well. They have now been Joined by Hartlepool, He^shaa and 
Dungeness B. These three added soae 4000 MV(F.) to the network when they were 
commissioned and a further WX> MV will be available as they rise to full 
output. In the early stagea of commissioning, soar of the protection was 
operated on a one-out-of-four basts until certain safety aspects were 
demonstrated and there were some spurious trips. But now thst the plants are 
operating on the designed two-out-of-four basis the Incidence of spurious 
trips has dropped to a satisfactory level. 

A trial la under way to prove that the GEC coaputer aysteas at the 
Hlnkley B ACT - purchased up to twenty years ago, can be replaced by fully 
distributed computer systems with many computers linked by highways. When 
this has been demonstrated the on-line ayatema will be replaced. The 
coaputer systems are very complex with over 2000 analogue Inputs and 6000 
digital Inputs and several hundred digital outputs so that the movement of 
Information between computers Is a major problem. 

SSEB are engaged on refurbishing, on-load, their Hunterston B Data Logging 
System with a Ferrantl based distributed computer system. This system uses 
•any of the same hardware and software components aa Torness. The display 
part of the system, although using different hardware uses a common user 
friendly Interactive picture constructor and the same facilities as Torness 
will be provided. 

The CEGB Is making widespread uae of Programmable Electronic systeas, the NEI 
99 and CEC Gem 80, both UK msde, being adopted for the majority of systems. 
They are used for the Initiation of Post-Trip cooling plant and for safety 
Interlocks on the fuelling machines used on-load and for such Important uses 
as the Heating and Ventilating systems for Active areas. 

Extensive refurbishing of the Hunterston B Fuel Route Is In progress. New 
GEM 80 Programmable Logic aystems are used for control, protection and alarm 
geiteratlon and the software haa been written to high QA standards. The Board 
are developing uaer friendly Intelligent Interface aystems for both operator 
and maintenance engineers; expert systems are alio being developed. 

2.3 Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) 

Over the past year PFR has operated close to Its design 250 KW(E) for long 
periods and has demonstrated the ability for quick recovery from plant trip 
states. This has In part been due to the addition of a large (wall sized) 
mtmtc giving an unambiguous status display of the main components of the 
boiler feed train. The mimic panel Incorporates the "key plant state" 

display (previously confined to resctor plant only) and the vital alarm panel 
uses a mosaic tile construction, and effectively covers the roaplete south 
wall of the central control rooa (CCR). Current C and l support work Is 
directed at further Improvements In the CCR by the Inclusion of a separate 
"wing" on the desk for steam plant valve controls, totsl revision of the 
displays on the north wall, possible replacement of the data reduction 
equipment and a review of the lighting and ventilation requirements. 

Minor lnatsbllltles In drum levet control are still present on the plant but 
their causes are now understood (see paragraph 5.1.1). Prototype 
controllers, using both analogue and digital techniques, are currently on 
site awaiting a convenient stage In plant operation for system evaluation and 
algorithm confirmation. The test results will form the basis for design and 
procurement of fully engineered controllers with the appropriate transfer 
function and the nece.isary In-bullt fault tolerance. 

Apart from straightforward engineering problems In the selector valve motor 
drive circuitry, the performance of the location section of the Delayed 
Neutron Burst Pin Detection aystea has been satisfactory. However, the gas 
stripper loop has given continue'! ptoblems from gas line blockages. A review 
haa recently been carried out with the conclusion that the system can be made 
reliable by a re-arrangement of the control system. 

Design and procurement Is In hand for a new simulator to replace the limited 
version provided In 1972. The new system Incorporates an enhanced central 
control room simulation using replicated desk and wall panels, a plant spare 
"Argus 500" for data display and a computer representation of the full power 
plant, (reactor to turbine). The system is to be housed In a purpose built 
building representing the full size central control room to give an arena for 
realistic operator training. 

3 STATIONS UNDER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
ACR STATIONS AT TORNESS (SSEB) AND HEYSHAH II (CECg) 

3.1 "he construction of Torneas AGR Is on prograaae and the coaputer based 
Data irocesslng Systeas for the first unit have been accepted on site. These 
coaprlsc a large distributed coaputer-based logging and display system based 
on Ferrantl ARGUS 700 computers, configured In s dual redundant mode and 
communicating via HDLC based high speed links. For the main systems, 
approximately 4000 analogue and 5000 digital signals are monitored and 
displayed via full graphic coloured VDU terminals which have pan, zoom and 
clutr.er/declutter facilities. On-line databases and VDU formats sre designed 
and generated to aeet high QA standards. The top down display approach is 
detlgntd to guide the operator easily and quickly to the formats required for 
both normal and abnormal conditions. Sophisticated facilities such as 
sottware keys and Joystick control are employed. The DDC auto control 
systems arc In the process of being commissioned and like the DPS are based 
on dual redundant Ferrantl Argus 700 computers. Extensive checking and 
conditioning la employed In addltton to sophisticated control algorithms co 
provide high integrity control performance. 



3.2 The new CECB station Heysham II la on achedole for the atart of 
commissioning and working up to powe. by 1987. Each reactor la split Into 
quadrants and haa a total of twelve segregated/separated cable routea for the 
associated gas cooling aysteaa, water cooling systems and aafety ayatems. 
This ensures that a fire or other Incident affect* only a snail aectlon of 
the plant on one reactor. Incidents on one reactor can In no way affect the 
other reactors. 

The coaplete Installation will Include over 40,000 cables with an Installed 
length of about 3,500 ka of cable. Sow* 70Z of the cablea perform contr-l, 
alarm and safety functions, requiring of fie order of 1.25 million cable core 
terminations. 

Like Its predecessors. It haa full computer control of the reactor power and 
temperature and the feed and steam conditions In the boilers and the 
turbines. In all, this comprises some 84 loops In eleven computers. The 
main Information system la entirely through the computer ayatem and nowadays 
not only lncludea all the plant vartablea and alarms but also chemical 
measurements, control rod characterlattea on trip and ipectal commissioning 
measurements. Some 300 computers are linked to form a distributed computer 
system. Data storage la by rotating discs having a total capacity In excess 
of 300 megabytes. 

3.3 The control and safety instrumentation systems of the new AGRa at 
Heysham II and Torness employ three new designs of neutron flux channels. 
These comprise a conventional pulse counting channel, a wide-range mean 
current channel which also includes a linear-scale neutron flux trip and a 
combined, ultra-wide-range pulse counting and current fluctuation channel. 
The last named will uae a new combined pulse and current fluctuation neutron 
detector, development of which Is now complete. This detector Is based on 
designs of fission chamber for which we have long reactor experience but it 
has been reoptlmlaed with a radiation resistant, rare gaa filling to give an 
electron collection time of 80 nS. Current fluctuation aystems are 
particularly vulnerable to electrical interference and thla aapect haa been 
fully taken Into account. A. new, coaxial and therefore reasonably flexible, 
magnesia tnaulated cable baaed on the auperacreened principle haa been 
developed and special methods of attaching this cable to the chamber have 
been devised. Production of the cable and detectors for the reactors Is well 
advanced. 

4 PLANT SIMULATORS 

The SSRB'a Huaterstoa B AGR Training Simulator la now in lull use and haa 
proved to be operationally reliable. The construction of an even more 
powerful Torneaa AGR simulator la on programme for delivery to site In June 
1986. The asymmetric aspects of the Hunterston simulator have been expanded 
for Torness and now all 2* boilers are modelled to run concurrently and In 
real time. To meet the design changes between the stations, Marconi are 
using 46 of their more powerful processors (the equivalent of 120 of the 
Hunterston processors) in a parallel distributed configuration. A subset of 
the main plant Data Processing System (DPS) and auto control system will be 
Integrated with the simulation computers to provide the same display 
facilities. It Is hoped that this on-atte simulator will assist In 

commissioning the main plant by validating and verifying software changes and 
assessing the requirements for optimal control of the plant. 

The CEGB'a first full-ocope nuclear power simulator Is being built at a cost 
of £6.5 million at the Board's Nuclear Power Training Ontre at Oldbury. 
This will have a full aire mock-up of the Heysham II control room. 

Already existing at the Training Centre are the simulator for the existing 
AGRs at HInkley Point B, Hartlepool, Heysham I and Dungenesa B. Theae have 
models of the reactor control desks only, with realistic data being supplied 
by computers at the Centre and via a landllne from the main-frame computers 
at he Board'a computer centre In London. 

In contrast the Heysham II simulator will replicate the complete control room 
environment, Including control deak displays for the reactor and all other 
equipment associated with one of the generator units. What would be the 
secon-l reactor control desk on the real plant will become the training 
tutor's local desk to control the simulator. The standard CECB simulation 
language for dynamic plant modelling Is called PMSP and it has been used to 
frovtde models of all the major Hems of plant. These models are available 
to the simulator from the computers In London via a single landllne with a 
bandwidth of 2MB. The power of the ayatem Is such that the Heysham 2 
simulator can run concurrently In real time with two other AGR Simulators, 
and still enable other Jobs to share the machines, "he Heysham II Simulator 
Is designed to cover the operation of one unit of the Power Station from 
start-up with dry boilers right through operation at power on 3 or 4 coolant 
gas circuits, to either a controlled shut-down or trips due to simulated 
plant failures or operator maloperatton. Post trip operations under normal 
or accident conditions are simulated. The more lengthy operations, such as 
pipe warming or watting for Xenon decay, may be accelerated. 

Thla Simulator at the Oldbury Training Centre also includes a supermini 
computer which provides the msn-machlne tnterface for the "Tutor Console 
Programme'' and VDU displays designated as "Tutor Formats". This "Instrument 
computer" also handles all the analogue and digital Inputs and outputs 
associated with switches, push-buttons, lamps, meters, etc. A further two 
Identical computers provide the whole range of alarm and data display 
facilities as on the Power Station using the same hardware and software. 

5 NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

5.1 Dynamics and Control 

5.1.1 PFR Drum Level Control 

One of the more Interesting Investigations Into plant dynamics has 
been to explain Intermittent drum level oscillations on PFR. The 
method usee! successfully In analysing the problem was to compare 
amplitude gains and phases between plant variables recorded during 
oscillatory periods with corresponding results from mathematical 
models of the appropriate loops. This 'describing function' analysis 
revealed phase losses from various non-llnearltles. When these were 



adequately represented In the nodeIs both the frequency doaaln 
(describing function) and the time doaaln (tranalent) models gave 
oscillatory frequencies and aaplltudea and threshold conditions 
closely In agreement with the operating experience. 

This work waa folly reported at the BNES conference on "Boiler 
Dynaalca and Control In Nuclear Pow?r Stations" held at Harrogate In 
October 1*85. Two papers analysed the phenomena one with all three 
boilers acting In unison and the other for non-syaaetrlc operation. 
The aost significant single ltea arises froa delays in the boiler feed 
pump action due to control back-laah. A new controller Is being 
Implemented which will prevent the oscillations and laprove the drua 
level regulation. 

2 Model Validation 

Further advances have been aade during the laat two yaara on aodel 
validation. The novel method of quantifying aodel validation evolved 
at Ulnfrlth has been applied successfully to a varied range of cases. 
It has come to be known as 'the distortion method'. This uses the 
concept that any model can be aade to follow a recorded transient by 
suitably distorting the aodel and, clearly, the better the aodel the 
leas the required distortion. This distortion Is quantified In terns 
of parameter variations in the aodel and compared with acceptable 
distortion froa known approximations In the aodel. The ratio 

acceptable diatortlon 
X -

necessary distortion 

gives a fidelity factor which If it la less than unity indicates 
something la aisslng froa the aodel and If greater than unity 
Indicates that the aodel can explain the recorded transient. 

The 'distortion method' waa applied flrat to an SGHWR trip but has 
aore recently been applied to PFR and AGK dynaalcs models. In every 
case when the fidelity factor X has been less than unity, one or aore 
genutne shortcomings have been found In the model which, after the 
corresponding taproveaent, has yielded \ > 1. In the AGK case, having 
achieved \ > 1 the necessary distortion is being used to provide 
confidence Halts for the prediction of large scale trip transients. 
This last constitutes one asjor ultimate purpose for aodel usage and 
aodel validation. The dlatortton aethod Is being applied Increasingly 
to larger models and wider rangea of lntereat including a generic 
boiler code and on-load re-fuelling operations. 

Protection Systeaa 

1 A prototype Pulse Coded Logic (PCL) systea has operated fully 
successfully on Oldbury power station In a passive role lor over 3 
years. This form of protection logic hardware uses standard 
Integrated circuits and achieves a very high level of fall-9afety by 

employing dynaa' W t c (healthy state oscillatory, tailed state 
static). In addition to fall-safety considerations the specific pulse 
psttern Is able to indicate which element of which guard-line has 
failed. This diagnostic ability enables on-line maintenance and 
therefore ytelds high availability. 

This form of PCI Is being Implemented on the Materials Testing 
Reactor, DIDO, at Harwell In an active role. PCL has also been 
adopted for the guard line protection systea on the UK's CDFR design 
and la under consideration for use on other coaaerclsl ststlonn. 

Pulse Coded Logic principles are being applied to commercially 
available Programmable Logic Controllers. The laboratory 
demonstrations of this at Wtnfrlth Indicate that high levels of 
fall-safety are achievable In this way. 

Considerable effort Is being plseed on research associated with high 
reliability software In prograaaable systems. The Project on Diverse 
Software (PODS) which was a collaborative exercise Involving SKD, 
CEGB, Halden and VTT of Finland justified anstetlea over achieving 
error free software and also showed that the specification la a 
serious potential source of common mode errors: but diversity was also 
shown to be a powerful defence. The analysis of this work Is 
continuing under the project name STEM. 

A project 'COPS' (Computer Protection System) Is being carried out by 
UKAEA, Vlnfrlth. fKls uses a representative PUR power rating 
protection aystea design as the basis for developing assessment, 
aethods. The software Is being Implemented by three different teaas 
(UKAEA and two Software houaea). The objectives of this exercise 
Includes evaluating software test methods and guideline features, 
comparing reliability models and QA procedures. This project Is 
Intended to provide an assessment tool-kit for evaluating any systems 
offered. 

The computer based protection system ISAT developed at Wtnfrlth has 
satisfactorily completed all tssts at PFR and BNL demonstrating 
fall-safety. This systea uses tests signals added to the sensor 
Inputs to produce an Identifiable sequence of alara and healthy 
atatea. It Is undergoing development to handle the coaplex algorithms 
associated with power rating trips. The basic feasibility of handling 
multi-variable Inputs has already been demonstrated with a simple 
algorithm of the form V " xyz; this requires extensions to the 
self-testing principles employed hitherto for single variable Inputs. 
One interesting aspect of this developaent of ISAT Is the useful level 
of ln-butlt diversity brought about by the need to carry out an 
Inverse computation of the trip algorithm In order to generate test 
atgnals for the current operational state. 

The UKAEA I* participating In ESPRIT and AI.VEY projects pursuing 
longer term research on software reliability topics. In particular we 
are concerned here with assessing reliability from statistical models 
Including complexity, reliability growth (error decay) and Quality 
Assurance factors. 



5.3 Cablea for high teapcrature radiation detectors 

For aany yeara the production and exploitation of high teaperature radiation 
detectors has been Hatted by difficulties In the aanufacture of alneral 
Inaulated cable. However, theae have been overcoae and It Is now routine to 
produce auch cable which, at 550*C, has an lnaulatlon resistance of better 
than 1 0 " " aho.a - 1 aie* no pulae breakdown exceeding 10" " couloaba at UV. 
Recent production Includes aore than 100 lengths of copper/copper/atair.lesa 
steel trlaxlal cable, of vhlch 981 have aet the above performance 
specification. Of a recently examined batch of 27 lengths of the special 
colaalnax cable for current fluctuation channels, 26 have an Insulation 
resistance at 550*C of better than 5 x 1 0 " " aho.a -' whilst six are better 
than 5 x 1 0 ~ 1 2 aho.a - 1. All will work at lkV with no saall-pulse breakdown. 

5.4 Digital techniques applied to neutron flux aeaaureaent 

Instrumentation eaploytng analogue techniques la becoalng Increasingly coatly 
to aanufacture, aet up and aalntatn. Studlea have begun at AEE Wtnfrlth Into 
the potential applications of digital circuit technlquea and alcroprocessors 
In neutron flux reactor control and safety channels. Although there are many 
avenues still to be explored, soae new techniques have been Identified and 
laboratory aodels of the aore crttlcal eleaenta of [-'lue counting and 
wide-range w a n current aeaaureaent channels have been built and tested. 
Results of aeasureaenta on laboratory aodela have demonstrated the abtllty tu 
measure lootsat Ion chaaber aean currents over the range 1 0 " 1 ? to 10" 2 amperes 
with an accuracy and conalstency that are significantly better than can be 
achieved with purely analogue ctrcutts. Methods have alao been demonstrated 
for control! ng the operating paraaeters of pulse counting channels, such as 
channel gain, that are nece'aary for alcroprocessor confol. 

VIEWS ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES IN SWEDEN 

P.E. BLOMBERG 
Studsvik Energiteknik AB, 
Nykoping, Sweden 

About 50 per cent of the electricity generation in Sweden now 
comes ftoa the tvelve nucleat power plants in operation 
Coaaercial power production bequn dining 1985 in the two 
last nuclear power plants in Sweden. Oskarshaan 3 (1050 MM 
BWR) and Forsaark J (10S0 m Wt) Permission to operate the 
reactors is liaited to the year 2010 when nuclear power shall 
be phased out in Sweden. 

During the last chree years the increase ot electric power 
consumption in Sweden has in average annually been closr to 
10 per cent Soae o! the nucltar power plants have received 
permission to increase their power ratinq by t to 8 per cent 
The application of load follow operation with the BWRs, daily 
and weekends, is erperienced without detrimental fuel 
behaviour. Load follow operation has been extensive with 25 
to 50 load swings of qreater than 10 per cent reactor power, 
per year and reactor Coait down operation is also soaetme-. 
applied. 

The availability of the Swedish designed nuclear reactors 
show an excellent record, recently noticed in public records 

HUMIL fili^ia-itU Usi.ajnijajLntej^ilce anJU£lfisXJ9wer_pJLajit.s., 

A recent report by NKA, the Nordic liason Coaaittee (or 
Atomic Energy, includes a summary of the NKA/LIT-1 project, 
perforaed during the period 1981-1985. The report summarizes 
work on human error influence in test and calibration 
activities in nuclear power plants, reviews problems 
reqarding opt imitation of test intervals, organisation of 
test and Maintenance activities and the analysis of human 
error contribution to the overall risk in test and 
maintenance tasks 


